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a b s t r a c t

A radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array based on a monolithic substrate is proposed,
which is potentially to be used as label-free detection in aqueous environments. The sensors array device
consists of five resonant cavities including three H1 cavities and two L2 cavities which are interlaced-
coupled to a radius vertical graded single photonic crystal line defect waveguide (W1). Each resonator
has a different resonant wavelength dip which can shift independently with crosstalk lower than �13 dB
in response to the refractive index change of air holes around every cavity. With three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) method, simulation results demonstrate that the quality factors
of microcavities are over 104. Besides, the refractive index sensitivity is 100 nm/RIU with the detection
limit approximately of 5.63�10�4. Meanwhile, the radius vertical graded photonic crystal with more
interlaced cavities is more suited to ultracompact optical monolithic integration.

& 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Photonic crystal (PhC) sensor is widely used for lab-on-a-chip
applications due to its advantages including ultracompact size,
high sensitivity and more suitable for monolithic integration.
During the last decades, many structures have been proposed to
realize photonic crystal sensors, such as microcavities [1,2], slot
waveguides [3,4], resonant rings and disks [5], heterostructures
[6,7], and so on. These numerous different architectures have been
developed in nearly all sensing detection cases, like stress sensing,
refractive index sensing, temperature sensing, and biochemical
sensing [8–11]. The sensing detection mechanism relies on the
shift of the resonant wavelength peak due to the change in re-
fractive index.

With the extensive research about photonic crystal sensors,
photonic crystal sensor arrays have attracted considerable interest
for subminiature and integrated sensing. Sensor arrays could
combine the high quality factor, high sensitivity with the ability to
multiplex multiple detection sites. Since Mandal et al. firstly pro-
posed the nanoscale optofluidic sensor arrays based on silicon
waveguide with 1D (one dimensional) photonic crystal micro-
cavity [12], many researchers have focused on the study of sensor
arrays. Examples of such research include that of Gylfason who
nd Telecommunications, P.O.
100876, China.
demonstrated on-chip temperature compensation in an integrated
slot-waveguide ring resonator refractive index sensor array [13],
Iqbal et al. who designed label-free biosensor arrays based on si-
licon ring resonators and high-speed optical scanning in-
strumentation [14], and Pal et al. who proposed a multiple nano-
cavity coupled device for error-corrected optical biosensing [15].
All these devices are applied as sensor arrays for accurately sen-
sing detections but not suitable for compact optical integration.

The graded photonic crystal is an interesting topic in recent
years. Works have mainly focused on the electromagnetic waves
which propagate and transform along the graded structure. Due to
its ability of efficiently controlling the light propagation, the gra-
ded photonic crystal has been successfully applied as light bending
and demultiplexer [16–18]. What's more, since the electro-
magnetic waves in the graded structure have different light
properties, it has also been used as lens in practical applications
[19,20]. According to the advantages of radius-graded structure, if
we combine it with cavity multiplex as photonic crystal sensors
array, the sensing scale could be smaller than that proposed in
[12,15].

In a previous work [21], we have proposed a photonic crystal
sensors array with radius grading along waveguide direction,
which consisted of four resonant cavities. In this paper, we de-
scribe a new photonic crystal sensors array based on the radius
vertical graded structure. This design contains five resonant cav-
ities (three H1 cavities and two L2 cavities) interlaced-coupled
along W1 waveguide, which makes it more suitable to ultra-
compact optical monolithic integration. FDTD (finite difference



Fig. 1. 3D illustration of the radius vertical graded photonic crystal with a line
defect waveguide, where a¼416 nm, T¼0.58a, r1¼0.32a, and r2¼0.28a. (For in-
terpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the radius vertical graded PhC with H1 cavity; (b) transmission spectra of TE-like polarized light in resonant cavity with different shifts
ranging from sx¼0 to sx¼0.35a; and (c) results of FDTD calculations showing the resonant frequencies and quality factors on different sx.
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time domain) method is a numerical analysis method that directly
uses Maxwell's equations to simulate the electromagnetic field.
FDTD has a wide range of applications. One can use FDTD to si-
mulate performances of various complex electromagnetic struc-
tures, including scattering, radiation, transmission, absorption, and
so on. With the development of time step, FDTD can directly si-
mulate the transmission of electromagnetic wave and its interac-
tion with the object so that the researchers can get a clear de-
scription. Through the 3D-FDTD simulation of our designed
structure, we can observe that each cavity has much higher
transmittance and Q factor. The dip is down to 0.03 and the Q
factor is up to 104, which is beneficial for accurately sensing
detection. In addition, the resonant wavelength shifts linearly with
refractive index change, and the sensitivity of the sensor array is
100 nm/RIU. The detection limit of refractive index changes (DL)
determined by resonant wavelength, sensitivity and quality factor
is about 5.63�10-4. The footprint of our design is only
12.48�7.20 μm2 which is much smaller than 60�60 μm2 pro-
posed in [22]. It is essential for photonic crystal sensors array
application for the compact optical integrated circuit in the future.
2. Design of the photonic crystal sensors array based on ra-
dius-graded structure

2.1. Side-coupled resonant cavity design

Fig. 1 shows a 3D illustration of our radius vertical graded
photonic crystal waveguide structure design which is based on
triangular lattice and hole-array. It is constructed in a silicon slab
(nsi¼3.48) by arranging a triangular lattice of air holes, where the
central row of air holes is removed in order to form a line defect
waveguide (W1). In this paper, the preliminary analysis of struc-
tures has been performed by using the commercial FDTD software
RSoft to calculate their photonic band structure and transmission
spectra [2]. For improving the accuracy in the simulation, FDTD
analysis of photonic crystal structure is carried out with a grid size
of a/100 and time step of 0.025a/c, where a is the lattice constant.
All the simulations are carried out with the same grid size and
time step for future comparable results. The boundary conditions
at the spatial edges of the computational domain must be carefully



Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the radius vertical graded PhC with L2 cavity; (b) transmission spectra of TE-like polarized light in resonant cavity with different shifts
ranging from sx¼0 to sx¼0.2a; and (c) results of FDTD calculations showing the resonant frequencies and quality factors on different sx.

Fig. 4. 3D illustration of radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array with
five interlaced microcavities (two L2 cavities and three H1 cavities), where
a¼416 nm, T¼0.58a, r1¼0.32a, and r2¼0.28a.
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considered. The simulation area in our paper is surrounded by
one-spatial unit thick perfectly matched layer (PML), in which
both electric and magnetic conductivities are introduced in such a
way that the wave impedance remains constant, absorbing the
energy without inducing reflections.

As shown in Fig. 1, the lattice constant in the photonic crystal is
a¼416 nm and the thickness is T¼0.58a¼240 nm. In order to
introduce radius vertical graded structure based on photonic
crystal slab, we set the air holes along vertical direction with two
different radius parameters (r1 and r2). With careful design about
the radius vertical graded photonic crystal, the holes in PhC are set
as r1¼0.32a and r2¼0.28a, respectively. Using graded photonic
crystal structure, we can add more resonant cavities interlaced-
coupled to the waveguide.

We then research the light properties of different side-coupled
resonant cavities based on the radius vertical graded structure to
design photonic crystal sensors array. The design of H1 cavity
coupled to the radius vertical graded photonic crystal waveguide is
shown in Fig. 2(a).

The H1 resonant cavity is optimized by using 3D-FDTD method
for a Si device layer. The basic device parameters are the same as
that presented in Fig. 1. We increase the Q-factor of H1 cavity by
slightly shifting the two blue air holes (in the horizontal direction)
outwards in the opposite direction (sx). The air holes shift sx is
varied from 0 to a maximum shift of 0.35a in the interval of 0.05a.
An air hole moving of 0.3a results in the highest Q factor of 7007.
The transmission spectra of TE polarized lightwave with different
lattice shifts is shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2(c) demonstrates the Q
factors and resonant frequencies in terms of the lattice shift sx. The
simulation results show that the resonant frequency moves to-
wards lower with the shift sx increasing, due to the increase in
high-dielectric material in the cavity region. On the other hand,
the Q factor increases when sx increases, but eventually it reaches
a maximum and decreases again.

Another side-coupled cavity (L2 cavity) for radius-graded
photonic crystal sensors array design is presented in Fig. 3(a). The
resonant frequency and Q factor are also simulated according to
the shifts of the air holes around the cavity, which is illustrated in
Fig. 3(c). Desired results are observed, and the highest Q factor is
40,518 at ω¼0.2663(2πc/a) with a lattice shift of 0.1a. The trans-
mission spectra with different lattice shifts ranging from sx¼0 to



Fig. 5. (a) The transmission spectra of radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array with five interlaced microcavities and (b) steady electric field distribution for the
structure pictured in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Normalized transmission spectra observed when five sensors are set interlaced to W1 waveguide and one of them is subjected to the changes in refractive index.
(a) H1-cavity-5; (c) L2-cavity-2. The corresponding relationship between refractive index change and resonant wavelength shift for are separately shown in (b) and (d).
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sx¼0.2a are performed in Fig. 3(b).
Considering the above discussions about two kinds of resonant

cavities (H1 and L2 cavity), we can see that H1 cavity has smaller
footprint and L2 cavity has higher Q factor. When we multiplex the
two different resonators interlaced-coupled to the W1 waveguide,
the device would have compact scale and high quality factor
which are better than the single cavity multiplex in photonic
crystal sensors array.
2.2. Radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array design

Through the design and discussion of two kinds of side-coupled
resonant cavity (H1 and L2 cavity) based on the radius-graded
photonic crystal in above sections, the photonic crystal sensors
array is made up of five interlaced microcavities including three
H1 cavities and two L2 cavities, which is under the tradeoff be-
tween Q factor and compactness. Fig. 4 shows the 3D illustration of



Fig. 7. The output spectra of a PhC sensors array with five resonators under two
different conditions, the black line represents all sensors are in air situation, while
the red line is the case when one of sensors is subjected with water. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array with five in-
terlaced microcavities. The cavity-1 and cavity-2 are L2 cavities
with different shifts while cavity-3 to cavity-5 are H1 resonant
cavities. The parameters of each resonator in PhC sensors array are
as follows: L2-cavity-1: sx¼0; L2-cavity-2: sx¼0.15a; H1-cavity-3:
sx¼0; H1-cavity-4: sx¼0.15a; H1-cavity-5: sx¼0.35a. When five
sensors are set interlaced to the W1 waveguide with a triangular
lattice of air holes on silicon slab, the transmission spectra of the
sensors array exhibits five dips. The sensing property is explained
specifically in the next section.
3. Simulation results and discussion

It is essential to note that the resonant wavelength dips in
photonic crystal sensors array should be independent of each
other, and a shift in one of them does not disturb the others. It is
the basic requirement for more complex optical integrated circuits
and integrated optical devices. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the output
spectra of radius vertical graded photonic crystal sensors array
which has been pictured in Fig. 4. There are five resonant wave-
length dips around the 1550 nm corresponding to five interlaced
microcavities. As can be seen, the five resonant wavelengths have
the appropriate intervals which can be separated clearly. What's
more, the resonant dip could be dropped down to �0.03 and it is
much better than in the previous work [21]. The steady electric
field distribution of the PhC sensors array is shown in Fig. 5(b). We
can see that the light is confined strongly in the five resonant
cavities, and the leakage of light becomes small. In addition, the
strong light confinement in resonators means high Q factors which
can be significantly used for optimizing the device geometry to
allow an even larger degree of multiplexing.

Based on the above optimal design, the multiplexing is quite
straightforward (by setting five resonant cavities interlaced-cou-
pled to W1 waveguide). To verify the performance of the sensors
in series, each sensor is independently subjected to the changes in
refractive index. Fig. 6 shows the composed transmission spectra
of PhC sensors array when one sensor is under different refractive
index conditions while others keep constant. As can be seen from
Fig. 6(a), H1-cavity-5 is under variation in refractive index (RI-1,
RI-2, RI-3, RI-4, and RI-5, respectively). The shift only exists in one
dip and other dips remain completely unchanged. The same
phenomenon occurs when only L2-cavity-2 is with refractive in-
dex changing, which is demonstrated in Fig. 6(c).

In order to quantitatively analyze the refractive index sensi-
tivity of radius vertical graded sensors array, we observe the re-
sonant wavelength shifts as a function of the change in refractive
index. The refractive index sensitivity can be expressed as [21,23]

S
n 1
λ= Δ

Δ ( )

Δλ means the shift of resonant wavelength, and Δn represents
the change in refractive index.

Therefore, the calculated refractive index sensitivity of the ra-
dius vertical graded PhC sensors array is equal to 100 nm/RIU
(RIU¼refractive index unit) and 90 nm/RIU as shown in Fig. 6
(b) and (d), respectively. When introduced in sensors array in our
paper, the sensitivities of 100 nm/RIU and 90 nm/RIU are com-
parable to those demonstrated in previous sensitivity sensors ar-
rays exited in [23].

In this paper, we have performed a series of simulations
wherein one of the resonators is filled with water and others are
not. As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the black line represents all sensors
are in air situation, while the red line is the case when one of
sensors (H1-cavity-3) is subjected with water. It is important to
note that only the resonant wavelength of sensor filled with water
shifts and the other dips are unaffected. It can be confirmed that
positive binding event occurs at any one of the sensors array since
only their corresponding resonant wavelength would shift in the
output spectra. The others show no shift of their resonant dips.

The detection limit of refractive index change (DL) is further
researched which could be defined as [11,21]

SQ
DL

2
λ=

( )

where λ is the resonant wavelength, S represents the refractive
index sensitivity, and Q means the quality factor. The numerical
simulations show that the detection limit of refractive index
change is about 5.63�10�4, which is well optimized than the
previous design [21]. The DL is small enough for label-free de-
tection in PhC sensor arrays.

In addition, we further discuss the crosstalk between each
sensor unit based on the crosstalk calculation defined as [23]

A
A

10 lg
1
1 3crosstalk

iη = ×
−
− ( )

where A is the transmission minimum value of resonant dip of one
sensor at the resonant frequency. Ai represents the transmission
value of other adjacent sensors at the same frequency. The cal-
culated crosstalk between cavity-3, cavity-4 and cavity-5 is lower
than �13 dB which has predominance in the multiplexed sensing
detection, much lower than �4 dB in [23].
4. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a novel nanoscale photonic
crystal sensors array based on a two dimensional radius vertical
graded PhC silicon slab. The radius vertical graded photonic crystal
sensors array consists of five resonant cavities interlaced-coupled
to a W1 waveguide with high Q factor and high transmittance.
Each resonant wavelength dip can shift independently with
crosstalk lower than �13 dB corresponding to a change in re-
fractive index of the near field region surrounding the resonant
cavity. The simulation results demonstrate that the refractive in-
dex sensitivity of this device can reach 100 nm/RIU, and the
quality factor of the resonators near 104 has been achieved. Our
results suggest a refractive index detection limit is around
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5.63�10�4. Besides, the small footprint of the device
(12.48�7.20 μm2) has a strong potential in on-chip biochemical
sensing arrays. Further extending the device geometry along hor-
izontal direction could allow an even larger degree of multiplexing
on monolithic substrates, which is an inherent advantage of our
design for optical integrated circuits.
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